I. Introduction
Chomsky had absolutely contributed a great idea on second language acquisition when he postulated 'language is a mental fact'. Certainly, it refers to human knowledge to acquire the language existing inside his/her brain that psychologically is the so-called cognition.
Within second language acquisition, connection between language and cognition can be extremely understood. As everybody knows, language is acquired unconsciously reflecting that it is cognitive process. In cognitive psychology, there are four stages of encoding process to acquire new information, namely selection, acquisition, construction and integration.
In selection, learners choose specific information from their surrounding and then store the information into working memory. At the second stage, acquisition, the learners start to transfer the information from working memory into long-term memory. Then, the learners actively connect ideas and create schemata into which the new ideas can be organized. 
II. Chomsky's theory and its connection with cognitive framework
Chomsky is one of the greatest linguists for many decades ago postulating two fundamental distinction between competence--human's knowledge of his/her language and performance--the use of language in real situation (Chomsky, 1965 
III. Learning Strategies for Academic Speaking
In education perspective, learning means a conscious process in getting knowledge that is superficially difficult to be measured. There should be a thing to measure students' success in learning. That is, it is a strategy. Strategy can be a tool involving plan and management to achieve the success. Then, learning strategies are steps taken by the students to enhance their own learning and with appropriate learning strategies result in improved proficiency and greater self-confidence (Oxford, 1990 success in learning a language.
IV. Conclusion
Chomsky perhaps had never clearly stated that his theory, Universal Grammar (UG) with his belief of LAD inside human as a birth endowment inspired other scholars to connect with another field, cognitive framework. Psychologically, cognitive framework has promoted to underly the success of students in learning a language, especially foreign language, English. In addition, the cognitive framework underlies learning strategies-a set of behavior needed to be measured in order to support the students' success in learning a language. Then, the lecturer or teacher needs to make the students get accustomed to using learning strategies by providing certain materials. 
